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SELF-CLOSING GATE
Access to the canal path improved through a wooden 
gate. With self-closing hinges and a safety catch.

HEDGEROW BOUNDARY
Existing fence lowered and a new nature friendly field 
maple hedge to be planted alongside to create an 
attractive and secure boundary.  A temporary fence 
will be needed to prevent trampling of young plants.

WILLOW TUNNEL
Willow to be planted between nature friendly shrub 
planting and trained to make an enclosed and 
adventurous walk through space.

TREE PLANTING
Mix including Birch trees planted to create a habitat 
for nature as well as helping to clear the air of vehicle 
pollution.

NEW GATES
New galvanised steel, lockable gate for 
vehicle access and wooden self closing 
gate for pedestrians

STONEPILE
Locally sourced surplus boulders set into the existing 
bank to create a feature for children to climb up to 
the slide.

SEATING AREA
Timber constructed seating will provide a place for 
visitors to the park to rest and will create a social 
gathering space.

EXISTING ACCESS
Allow gaps in hedge and wildflower 
meadow for existing access

BIRCH TREES
Half standard silver birch trees, root balled

EXISTING TARMAC
Ideally removed to allow more freedom 
in play

PATHWAY
Hoggin paths will create an accessible route through 
the park that is visually appealing requires little 
maintenance.

MEADOW
Soil nutrients reduced by removing topsoil 
and mixing in sharp sand before seeding. 
Cut to 100mm in May and September and 
remove cuttings and compost

SELF-CLOSING GATE
Access to Wharfedale way through a wooden gate. 
With self-closing hinges and a safety catch.

BIRCH TREES
Half standard silver birch trees, root balled

CRAB APPLE TREES
Half standard white crab apple trees, 
root balled

PICNIC AREA
A picnic area is to be created close to the canal and 
could include logs to create further informal seating.
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